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Purpose: Saturation transfer MRI has previously been used to probe molecu-
lar binding interactions with signal enhancement via the water signal. Here,
we detail the relayed nuclear overhauser effect (rNOE) based mechanisms of
this signal enhancement, develop a strategy of quantifying molecular binding
affinity, i.e., the dissociation constant (KD), and apply the method to detect elec-
trostatic binding of several charged small biomolecules. Another goal was to
estimate the detection limit for transient receptor-substrate binding.
Theory and Methods: The signal enhancement mechanism was quantitatively
described by a three-step magnetization transfer model, and numerical simula-
tions were performed to verify this theory. The binding equilibria of arginine,
choline, and acetyl-choline to anionic resin were studied as a function of ligand
concentration, pH, and salt content. Equilibrium dissociation constants (KD)
were determined by fitting the multiple concentration data.
Results: The numerical simulations indicate that the signal enhancement is
sufficient to detect the molecular binding of sub-millimolar (∼100 μM) concen-
tration ligands to low micromolar levels of molecular targets. The measured
rNOE signals from arginine, choline, and acetyl-choline binding experiments
show that several magnetization transfer pathways (intra-ligand rNOEs and
intermolecular rNOEs) can contribute. The rNOEs that arise from molecular
ionic binding were influenced by pH and salt concentration. The molecular
binding strengths in terms of KD ranged from 70–160 mM for the three cations
studied.
Conclusion: The capability to use MRI to detect the transient binding of
small substrates paves a pathway towards the detection of micromolar level
receptor-substrate binding in vivo.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Electrostatic interactions play a fundamental role in medi-
ating molecular interactions and are essential in many bio-
chemical processes.1 One of the most common methods
for probing intra- and intermolecular interactions in NMR
spectroscopy is via nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs).2,3

When two protons are in close proximity, a magnetic per-
turbation of one proton can be transferred to the other via
dipolar cross-relaxation, leading to NOEs. The magnitude
of NOEs decreases very rapidly with increasing interpro-
ton distance, thus nuclear overhauser effect (NOE)-based
NMR methods3,4 are widely used to study molecular inter-
actions between molecules in close proximity. While the
use of NMR spectroscopy to characterize intermolecu-
lar interactions is common,3,5 imaging studies have been
limited due to the sensitivity and concomitant low spa-
tial resolution when studying millimolar concentration
molecules.

Saturation transfer (ST) or chemical exchange satu-
ration transfer (CEST) MRI methods have demonstrated
a promising approach for enhancing the signal from
low concentration solute molecules using the water pro-
ton signal.6–9 ST approaches can report on magnetic
coupling between solute molecules and water which
can occur directly (e.g., chemical exchange10) or involve
several magnetization transfer pathways (e.g., NOE11–13

or J-coupling14,15). Recently, it was shown that tran-
sient molecular binding could be imaged using a sat-
uration transfer approach for enhancing sensitivity.16

This so-called IMMOBILISE (for “IMaging of MOlec-
ular BInding using Ligand Immobilization and Satura-
tion Exchange”) technique relies on the phenomenon
that, upon binding to immobile receptors, magnetically
labeled non-exchangeable protons in ligands can cou-
ple efficiently to water via relayed NOEs (rNOEs), i.e.,
fast cross-relaxation (spin diffusion) over the solid pro-
ton pools relayed to water via chemical exchange of either
protons or water molecules. This approach thus exploits
ST from protons on the bound ligand via protons on the
immobile or less mobile13 macromolecular complex to the
water. While the first step is similar to ST methods used
commonly in high-resolution NMR,3,5 the major strength
of the method lies in the second step of transfer to water
protons, allowing actual imaging of the binding of mil-
limolar (mM) levels of natural (no chemical labeling)
ligands.

Here, the binding of small charged molecules
(L-arginine, choline, and acetyl-choline) via electrostatic
interactions to immobile ionic receptors was system-
atically studied using water saturation spectroscopy
(Z-spectroscopy17). The mechanism of water signal

enhancement through molecular binding was also eluci-
dated. Depending on the molecular composition in terms
of proton pools, both intramolecular (within the bind-
ing complex) and intra-ligand rNOEs can play a role. We
derived a model to analytically describe this process and
utilized it to quantitatively evaluate binding affinities
for the above molecules based on the changes in water
signal.

2 METHODS

2.1 Theory

The IMMOBILISE experiment16 resembles a routine CEST
experiment in that it consists of a period of selective
radiofrequency (RF) based magnetic labeling of protons
on low-concentration molecules, followed by observing
the buildup of a signal reduction (saturation) of the bulk
water signal. The latter is due to repeated label trans-
fers, which allow detection of the presence of these solute
molecules with enhanced sensitivity using the water signal
in MRI. However, unlike a CEST experiment which targets
exchangeable protons (e.g., –OH, –NH, –NH2) exchanging
directly with water, an IMMOBILISE experiment labels
the aliphatic protons (–CHn) of free ligands. Normally
this label would not be transferrable to the water signal
with sufficient intensity, but if ligand binds to another
molecule (receptor) with a possible magnetization transfer
pathway to water, this becomes possible. Repeated binding
followed by multiple label transfers then again causes a sig-
nal enhancement effect that can be imaged. Figure 1 shows
three possible binding-mediated saturation transfer path-
ways from a ligand proton to water, all of which are initi-
ated by a ligand binding to an immobile receptor, followed
by an intramolecular proton–proton NOE transfer within
the binding complex and a final transfer of label to the
water. Within the small fast-tumbling ligands, intramolec-
ular NOE transfer is very weak. However, upon binding
to immobile receptors, the cross-relaxation becomes very
efficient (spin diffusion) thus allowing the labeled ligands
to couple to water via multiple rNOEs (Figure 1). The sat-
uration transfer pathways in general can be categorized
into two scenarios. (i) Intermolecular NOE: the magnetic
label on the ligand is transferred to the resin upon bind-
ing via spin diffusion, and then to free water either via
chemical exchange of resin protons or via water exchange
(Figures 1A, B); (ii) Intramolecular NOE: upon binding,
the magnetic label on the aliphatic protons of the ligand is
rapidly transferred via spin diffusion to exchangeable pro-
tons within the molecule, and then to water via chemical
exchange (Figure 1C).
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F I G U R E 1 Possible pathways of NOE-based saturation transfer during electrostatic binding of a small molecule to an immobile resin.
The aliphatic protons of free ligand are efficiently labeled by an RF pulse, and there is negligible NOE based transfer within the fast tumbling
molecule. Upon binding, the tumbling rate of the ligand is greatly reduced and fast spin-diffusion-based saturation transfer pathways from
ligand aliphatic protons to free water protons are feasible: intermolecular NOE – the labeled magnetization is transferred (indicated in red)
through space via spin diffusion processes to (A) an exchangeable proton on the immobile resin or (B) water bound to the resin, and then to
free water via either proton chemical exchange (-XH) or water molecular exchange, respectively. The third pathway is via intramolecular
NOE, where the labeled magnetization on aliphatic protons is transferred to exchangeable protons within molecule via spin diffusion (C),
and then to free water via proton chemical exchange

Since all of the three possible ST pathways in Figure 1
begin with the reversible binding of RF labeled (or sat-
urated) free ligands and end with the labeling reach-
ing bulk free water, this general ST process from free
ligands to water was described by the same three-step
model (see below). We are using the terminology satu-
ration transfer here, but in principle, the mechanism is
general for all labeling of magnetization, e.g., inverted
magnetization or any other perturbance in the mag-
netization ultimately leading to water signal change.
Initially, aliphatic protons (Ha) are labeled (labeled pro-
tons denoted in boldface: Ha) using RF irradiation while
on free ligand (L). There is negligible saturation trans-
fer from these non-exchangeable free ligand protons to
water. The ligand then binds transiently to the immobile
resin macromolecule (HaLR), during which magnetiza-
tion (saturation) is transferred via spin diffusion to either
(i) exchangeable protons in the macromolecular complex
or to (ii) bound water molecules/protons in the macro-
molecular complex (both indicated by LRHe). Notice that
this model includes exchangeable protons or bound water
in either the bound ligand or the resin as they are part
of an immobile complex (LR). Finally, magnetization is

transferred to free water protons (Hw) either through pro-
ton exchange or water exchange, which is why we use
the nomenclature of relayed NOE (rNOE) for these two
possible pathways:

HaL
RF

−−−−−→HaL
k′on

↔

koff

HaLRHe

𝜎ae

↔

𝜎ea

HaLRHe

kew

↔

kwe

Hw.

where kon and koff are ligand binding on/off rates. At
the binding equilibrium, kon[R][L] = koff[LR], where [L],
[R] and [LR] are the concentrations of free ligands, free
receptor, and bound receptor, respectively. Total receptor
concentration [RT] = [LR] + [R]. Notice that koff is a first
order rate constant with units of s−1, while kon is a second
order rate constant with units M−1 s−1. For the unit equiva-
lence, we use k′on = kon[R] in the equations. 𝜎ae and 𝜎ea the
effective cross relaxation rates from receptor-bound-ligand
aliphatic protons (HaLR) to either exchangeable protons
(LRHe) or bound water in the macromolecule and back.
Finally, kew and kwe are effective saturation transfer rates
from exchangeable protons in the immobile complex
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(LRHe) to free water (Hw) and back, corresponding to
either the proton or water molecular exchange rates.
Notice the similarity to a previous model describing rNOE
transfer in glycogen,13 which is now preceded by a ligand
binding step. A main difference is that the cross-relaxation
transfer step in the solid (tens of thousands in s−1) is
much faster than in glycogen (order of tens in s−1) and
depending on the exchange rate kew and the speed of bind-
ing and dissociation, this ligand binding step may become
superfluous in the model.

In saturation transfer experiments, a continuous sat-
uration pulse is applied on the free ligand aliphatic
proton pool (L) resulting in a saturated aliphatic pro-
ton pool Ha. The evolution of the z-magnetization
for each pool (A = Aliphatic, E = Exchangeable,
W = Water) can be described by a set of modified Bloch
equations,

dAL
z

dt
= −𝜌L

a
(

AL
z − AL

z,0
)
− k′onAL

z + koffALR
z − 𝜔1AL

y (1)

dALR
z

dt
= −𝜌LR

a
(

ALR
z − ALR

z,0
)
− 𝜎ea

(
ELR

z − ELR
z,0
)

+ k′onAL
z − koffALR

z (2)

dELR
z

dt
= −𝜌LR

e
(

ELR
z − ELR

z,0
)
− 𝜎ae

(
ALR

z − ALR
z,0
)

− kew ELR
z + kweWz (3)

dWz

dt
= −𝜌w

(
Wz −Wz,0

)
+ kewELR

z − kwe Wz (4)

𝜌
L
a, 𝜌LR

a , 𝜌LR
e , 𝜌w are the longitudinal auto-relaxation

rates for the aliphatic proton of free ligand (L, or HaL),
aliphatic proton of bound ligand (HaLRHe), exchangeable
proton or bound water of immobile complex (HaLRHe),
and free water proton (Hw) pools. 𝜔1 is the radial
frequency corresponding to the B1 field. Importantly,
the auto-relaxation rate 𝜌

L
a has contributions from T1

relaxation and cross-relaxation, i.e., 𝜌
L
a = 1∕TL

1a − 𝜎ae,
while 𝜌L

a = 1∕TL
1a in the small molecules (−𝜎ae ≈ 0), the

auto-relaxation rates in the bound complex are given by
𝜌

LR
a = 1∕TLR

1a − 𝜎ae ≈ −𝜎ae (−𝜎ae≫1∕TLR
1a ). Notice that here

TL
1a is the relaxation time for free ligand, which can be mea-

sured in solution without resin. Since 𝜌LR
a and 𝜎ae are of the

same order of magnitude but opposite sign, the magnitude
of TLR

1a is still reasonably long (100 ms or more), allowing us
to perform NMR experiments. When the ligand is bound,
the signals broaden and cannot be efficiently saturated, so
no ω1 term is included. Assuming steady-state is reached,
and dALR

z

dt
= 0, dELR

z

dt
= 0, dWz

dt
= 0, kewEz,0 − kweWz,0 = 0, and

k′onAL
z,0 − koffALR

z,0 = 0. We can then obtain the analytical

solution for the percentage of water labeling, i.e., rNOE
signal (see details in Supporting Information):

rNOE ≡
Wz,0 −Wz

Wz,0
= 𝛼 ⋅ 𝛽 ⋅ f (5)

where 𝛼 is the saturation efficiency of B1 on ligand

aliphatic protons, 𝛼 =
(

AL
z,0−AL

z

)

AL
z,0

; 𝛼 = 1 when the ligand pro-

ton pool is fully saturated (i.e., AL
z = 0). The exact analytical

solution of 𝛼 is difficult to derive due to the system com-
plexity, yet can be approximated by treating L as a single
proton pool under an on-resonance B1 field:

𝛼 ≈
TL′

1aTL′
2a𝜔

2
1

1 + TL′
1aTL′

2a𝜔
2
1

(6)

where TL′
1a and TL′

2a are the “effective” relaxation times
for ligands, which in principle could be measured when
ligands are mixed with resin (note its difference with
TL

1a).18 f = AL
z,0

Wz,0
= na[L]

2[H2O] , is the ratio of the equilibrium
magnetizations of the saturated aliphatic protons and
the water protons, with na the number of protons in
the aliphatic pool and 2 the number of water protons.
[H2O] is the water concentration. 𝛽 is the enhancement
factor,

𝛽 =
kew𝜎aek′on

(
𝜎ea𝜎ae𝜌w + 𝜎ea𝜎aekwe − koff𝜌

LR
e 𝜌w − koffkew𝜌w

− koff𝜌
LR
e kwe − 𝜌LR

a 𝜌
LR
e 𝜌w − 𝜌LR

a kew𝜌w − 𝜌LR
a 𝜌

LR
e kwe

)

(7)
In the slow tumbling limit, we assume −𝜎ea ≈ −𝜎ae ≈

𝜌
LR
a ≈ 𝜌LR

e ≫ 𝜌w, and 𝛽 can be rewritten as,

𝛽 ≈
−kew𝜎aek′on

koff𝜌
LR
e 𝜌w + koffkew𝜌w + koff𝜌

LR
e kwe + 𝜌LR

a kew𝜌w

≈ 1
(

𝜌w
kew
+ kwe

kew
+ 𝜌w

−𝜎ae
+ 𝜌w

koff

)
k′on

koff
(8)

and

rNOE ≈ 𝛼 ⋅ 1
(

𝜌w
kew
+ kwe

kew
+ 𝜌w

−𝜎ae
+ 𝜌w

koff

) ⋅
na[L]k′on

2 [H2O] koff

= 𝛼 ⋅ 𝛽′ ⋅ na[LR]
2 [H2O]

(9)

It is useful to rewrite [LR] using known parameters:
[RT], total receptor concentration, [L], free ligand concen-
tration, fR, the fraction of receptor in bound state, and KD
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(KD =
koff

kon
), the dissociation constant4,19,20:

[LR] = [RT] ⋅ fR = [RT] ⋅
[L]

[L] + KD
(10)

From Equations (9) and (10), it can be seen that the
detected rNOE signal in the binding system is linearly
dependent on the population of ligand in the bound state
([LR]), which is a function of free ligand concentration
([L]) and the strength of the electrostatic interaction or
the binding equilibrium.4,19 Then the rNOE signal can be
rewritten as:

rNOE = 𝛼 ⋅ 𝛽′ ⋅ na [RT]
2 [H2O]

⋅
[L]

[L] + KD
= rNOEmax ⋅

[L]
[L] + KD

(11)
where rNOEmax = 𝛼 ⋅ 𝛽′ ⋅

na[RT]
2[H2O] , is a constant that deter-

mines the maximum detected signal.
Two extreme cases can be distinguished: first, when

binding is extremely weak, koff → ∞ (or KD →∞), the
rNOE signal will be zero (as [L]

[L]+KD
→ 0). Second, when

binding is extremely strong, koff → 0 ( 𝜌w
koff

→ ∞), then,

𝛽
′ = 1

(
𝜌w
kew
+ kwe

kew
+ 𝜌w

−𝜎ae
+ 𝜌w

koff

) ≈ 1
(

𝜌w
koff

) = koff ⋅ T1W → 0

(12)
The equations suggest that the rNOE signal will not be

generated for extremely strong or weak binding processes
and applicable only for reversible binding equilibria, as
also supported by simulation data (Figure 2).

2.2 Sample preparation

Sample pH may affect saturation transfer efficiency when
exchangeable protons are involved, while salt concentra-
tion is expected to affect electrostatic binding.21 To study
ST and binding effects of small positively charged ligands
to a negatively charged ion-exchange resin, the following
samples were prepared:

L-arginine (Arg, from Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO)
solutions in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): (A) 100 mM
ligand, pH values of 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.2, 7.5, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0,
and 12.0 without adding salt; (B) 100 mM ligand, salt con-
centrations of 0, 25, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 mM at pH
of 7.2. (C) Ligand concentrations of 10, 20, 50, 100, and
200 mM at pH of 7.2, without adding salt.

Acetyl-choline (ACh) and choline (Cho) solutions in
PBS, using Acetyl-choline Chloride and Choline Chloride,
respectively (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO): (D) 50 mM
ligand, pH values of 4.0, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.2, 8.0, 8.5,
9.0, and 10.0 without adding salt; (E) 50 mM ligand, salt

concentrations of 0, 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 2000 mM at
pH of 7.2. (F) Ligand concentrations of 10, 20, 50, 100, and
200 mM at pH of 7.2, without adding salt.

The ion-exchange resin (Macro-Prep CM Support, with
functional groups –COO–, from Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Inc., Hercules, CA) was washed first with 4 M NaCl (5
times with 10 mL each time) and then with PBS (10
times, 10 mL each time) before use. Each of the solutions
(A–F) was used first to wash the ion-exchange resin (4
times with 4 mL each time) and then an additional 4 mL
was mixed with ion-exchange resin. The pH of the mix-
tures was checked again. Then mixture (including∼0.5 mL
ion-exchange resin and 0.5 mL solution) was transferred to
the imaging tube for ST measurements.

2.3 CEST MRI

Experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III
17.6 T vertical bore MR scanner (Bruker Biospin, Ettlin-
gen, Germany) with a 20 mm SAW-type micro-imaging
transmit/receive coil at 20 ◦C, using a 4 s continuous-wave
radiofrequency (RF) saturation pulse followed by a rapid
acquisition with relaxation enhancement MRI readout. A
5 mm slice within sediment in the tube was chosen for
ST MRI measurements. Z-spectra were acquired by step-
ping the irradiation frequency over the proton spectral
range (±6 ppm relative to water in steps of 0.1 ppm),
and displayed by normalizing the saturated water sig-
nal intensity (S) with the signal intensity without satu-
ration (S0, acquired at B1 = 0 μT). The B1 strength was
varied from 0.3 to 2.0 μT. Z-spectral shifts caused by B0
inhomogeneities between tubes and voxels within tubes
were corrected using the WASSR method.22 To eliminate
the mismatch of the background signal when comparing
Z-spectra between tubes, Z-spectral intensities (S/S0) were
further referenced to the Z-spectral intensity at 6 ppm
of ion-exchange resin.23 Z-spectral components were ana-
lyzed using multi-Lorentzian fitting, as described previ-
ously.13 And the rNOE signals were quantified by peak
intensity of Lorentzian lineshape.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Numerical simulations

Using the four-pool Bloch equation modeling, numerical
simulations were conducted to gain further insights into
the quantitative relation between binding and rNOE sig-
nal (parameters used in the simulations are in Table 1,
simulation protocols are in Supporting Information).
Figures 2A, B show the CEST Z-spectra for binding
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F I G U R E 2 Numerical simulations of rNOE
signal in ST MRI of ligand binding. The simulated
rNOE signal dependence on (A, C) concentration
of free ligand ([L]), (B, D) binding affinity (KD),
(E) total receptor concentration ([RT]), and (F) KD

and binding rates (k′on). The upper limit of kon

was set to be 109 M−1 s−1.4 𝜔1=600 rad/s. (G) The
dependence of simulated rNOE signal (black
circles) intensities on the radial frequency based
on B1 field strength is in agreement with that
using the analytical solution (red line, using
Equation 6). (H) The rNOE signals (𝛼 = 1) from
numerical simulation using the Bloch equations
are in agreement with those from analytical
calculation. (I, J) Estimation of the lower limits
for ligand and receptor concentrations using
optimized conditions for the binding rate and
exchange transfer rate. Simulation parameters are
in Table 1, unless specified, kew was 103 s−1

equilibria with varied free ligand concentration ([L]) and
binding affinity (KD), respectively. Compared to a 1H NMR
spectrum, the Z-spectrum shows the relative amount of
water saturation (S/S0, with S0 the non-saturated signal)
when irradiating at a certain frequency in the proton
NMR spectrum. Because the Z-spectrum reports only on
the water signal, Z-spectra are referenced to the water

signal at 4.7 ppm, now assigned to 0 ppm. Simulated
rNOE signal (resonance set at−4 ppm referenced to water,
Figures 2A, B) increases with [L] and reaches a plateau
as receptors get saturated with increasing [L] (Figure 2C),
in good agreement with Equation (11). The rNOE sig-
nal first increases and then decreases with an increase in
KD (Figures 2B, D). The suitable ranges of total receptor
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T A B L E 1 Values of the parameters as set in numerical simulations

Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values

𝜌
L
a (s−1) 0.56a

𝜆
L
a (s−1) 1.67a ΩL

a (ppm) −4 or −20

𝜌
LR
a (s−1) −𝜎ea 𝜆

LR
a (s−1) −2.5× 𝜎ea

c ΩLR
a (ppm) −4 or −20

𝜌
LR
e (s−1) −𝜎ea 𝜆

LR
e (s−1) −2.5× 𝜎ea

c ΩLR
e (ppm) 1.2e

𝜌w (s−1) 0.36a
𝜆w (s−1) 0.56a Ωw (ppm) 0

[L] (M) 10−5 to 1b
𝜎ea, 𝜎ae (s−1) −5× 105d KD (M) 10−9 to 103b

[LRa] (M) na[LR] kew (s−1) 1000e k′on (s−1) 10−2 to 108b

[LRe] (M) [LRa] kwe (s−1) kew ⋅
[LRe]

2[H2O] koff (s−1) KD ⋅ kon

[Hw] (M) 2[H2O] 𝜇ae (s−1) −2× 𝜎ea
c [RT] (M) 10−3f

L ∶ free ligand R: receptor; LR: receptor-bound-ligand; a ∶ aliphatic protons; e ∶ exchangeable protons or bound water protons in the immobile complex; w:
water; Hw: free water protons; [..]: concentration; 𝜌: longitudinal auto-relaxation rate (without chemical exchange or dipolar coupling contributions); 𝜆 is the
transverse auto-relaxation rate (without chemical exchange or dipolar coupling contributions); 𝜎 is the effective longitudinal cross-relaxation rate, we assume
𝜎ea = 𝜎ae; 𝜇 is the transverse cross-relaxation rate, we assume 𝜇LR

ae = 𝜇LR
ea ; kew and kwe are the effective exchange rates from LRHe to water protons and back,

respectively; Ω is the chemical shift offset relative to free water protons; KD, dissociation constant; k′on and koff, ligand binding on and off rates; [LR] is
receptor-bound-ligand concentration, here calculated from KD; na is the number of protons in the aliphatic pool (set to 9 in the simulation); [RT]: total receptor
concentration; kon = 105 M−1 s−1; B0 field is 17.6 T. Mixing time is 50 s. 𝜔1 is the angular frequency corresponding to the B1 field strength, equals to 600 rad/s
(2.24 μT).
aRef.43.
bAssumed range for fitting.
cRef.44.
dRef.17.
eAssumed based on Ref. 13.
fEstimated value.

site concentrations ([RT]), KD values and binding rates
(k′on) for rNOE signal to be detected were simulated and
the results are shown in Figures 2E, F. It was found
that rNOE is detectable (using 1% of water signal as the
rNOE detection threshold) for binding events with slow
binding exchange rates (k′on, within about 101 to 106 s−1),
medium affinity (KD, within about 10−7 to 1 M), and above
sub-millimolar level of receptor sites ([RT], larger than
about 10−4 M). From Figure 2G, the dependence of sim-
ulated rNOE signal on B1 field strength shows that the
saturation efficiency 𝛼 and rNOE signal can be described
analytically by Equations (6) and (11). The analytical solu-
tion for rNOE (Equation 11) is also verified by numerical
simulations (Figure 2H). Figures 2I and 2J plot the rNOE
signals dependence on [L] and [RT] with optimum binding
and exchange transfer rates. The detection limits for this
approach under these conditions are indicated on these
plots.

3.2 Experiments

To test the feasibility of evaluating molecular binding,
ST experiments were carried out to study the interac-
tion of several positively charged small molecules with a
negatively charged ion-exchange resin (–COO− functional
group) used routinely in ion-exchange chromatography.24

Figure 3 shows the results for L-arginine (Arg, positively
charged at neutral pH) solution equilibrated with the resin.
On the negative side of the Z-spectrum (Figures 3D, S1),
three peaks are present at−0.9,−1.6 and−3.0 ppm (notice
the overlapping peaks at −2.9 and −3.1 ppm), showing
the rNOE-based magnetization transfer from Arg aliphatic
protons25 (Figures 3A, B) to water. This is in contrast to
the Z-spectrum of Arg solution alone (Figure 3C) which
shows only two peaks centered at+1.9 ppm and+2.5 ppm,
corresponding to the CEST signals from the guanidinium
protons (position a, Figure 3A) and amide protons (posi-
tion b) of Arg.26 This appearance of rNOE signals in the
Z-spectrum of Arg mixed with resin suggests these to
be a consequence of the electrostatic-interaction-mediated
molecular binding of Arg to immobile carboxyl groups.
Notice that these signals originate from the irradiation of
free ligand, as the linewidth of protons of bound ligand is
too large to show a distinguishable resonance.

To further confirm that the detected Arg rNOE signals
arise from the temporary immobilization due to molecu-
lar ionic binding, we evaluated the effects of pH and salt
concentration (or ionic strength) on the quantified sig-
nal, as pH and salt concentration can change the binding
strength of ions and therefore the ionic binding equilib-
rium.27 The signals were quantified as the peak intensities
of a Lorentzian lineshape fitted from residual Z-spectra
after removing the baseline. Both CEST and rNOE signals
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F I G U R E 3 Z-spectroscopy of Arg
solutions mixed with ionic resin. (A) Chemical
structure of Arg. (B) 1H NMR spectrum of Arg
(5% H2O/95% D2O, pH 7.2), peak assignments
are based on previous studies.25,26 (C)
Individual Z-spectra (B1 = 0.7 μT, 4 s) of ionic
resin and Arg solution (100 mM, pH of 7.2).
(D) Experimental (black circle) and fitted (red
solid line) Z-spectra of resin with Arg
(100 mM, pH of 7.2, [NaCl] = 0 mM) using
B1 = 0.7 μT, 4 s (left vertical axis). The broad
background is caused by the magnetization
transfer contrast of the immobile resin to
water. The extracted CEST (+1.9 ppm) and
rNOE signals (−1.6, −2.9, and −3.1 ppm) are
also shown with an intensity scale on the right
vertical axis. (E, F) The dependence of fitted
CEST and rNOE signal on pH and salt
concentration. The rNOE (−2.9 ppm) and
rNOE (−3.1 ppm) were fitted with same
Lorentzian lineshape but with different
chemical shifts

were found to be strongly influenced by pH. The CEST
peaks (a and b in Figure 3D) gradually increased from
pH 6 to 8,28 but became invisible at high pH (Figures 3E,
S2). The rNOE peak intensities at three positions (−1.6,
−2.9, and −3.1 ppm, Figure 3E) were about the same
and slowly increased in intensity from pH 6 to 8 (sim-
ilar to the CEST peaks), before dropping at higher pH
(but signal still detectable). In addition, the rNOE signal
decreased by as much as about 50% as salt concentration
increased, while the CEST signal only slightly decreased
(Figure 3F).

To evaluate the contributions of possible ST mecha-
nisms (see Figure 1) to the water signal, choline (Cho) and
acetyl-choline (ACh) were studied. Both molecules have
the same positively charged head group (Figures 4A, D),
but ACh has no exchangeable protons and thus no ST
pathway to water via intramolecular rNOEs (Figure 2C).
The Z-spectra show detection of Cho aliphatic protons at
−1.6 ppm (Figures 4C, S3, S4) and ACh aliphatic protons
at −1.6 and −2.6 ppm (Figures 4F, S5, S6). Interestingly,
the observed ACh rNOE signal was stronger than that of
Cho (Figures 4C, F, S7B). Similar to Arg, the rNOE sig-
nals from Cho and ACh were found to be small at acidic
pH and reach a maximum in the physiological pH range
(Figure 4G), and the signals decreased with solvent salt
concentration (Figure 4H).

To determine molecular binding affinities, the rNOE
signals were measured as a function of free ligand con-
centration (pH 7.2) and the curves were fitted (Figures 5,
S8) using Equation (11) to estimate KD and rNOEmax. The
results (Table 2) show that the KD values fitted from three
individual peaks of Arg were the same within error (aver-
aging at about 130 mM). The rNOEmax for Arg increased
with B1 strength, as expected from Equation (6). The term
𝛽
′ ⋅ [RT]

2[H2O] in rNOEmax, indicative of signal enhancement
magnitude, was estimated from the rNOEmax peak inten-
sity dependence of B1, so only one value is retrieved. The
Cho and ACh data (Table 3) show that ACh has a higher
binding affinity (smaller KD) with the resin (–COO−) than
Cho at a pH of 7.2 and [NaCl] = 0. The values of 𝛽′ ⋅ [RT]

2[H2O]
for Cho and ACh were similar, yet about only half of that
for Arg.

4 DISCUSSION

We demonstrated the use of ST MRI to characterize
the ionic binding of small molecules to immobile recep-
tors. The method relies on binding-facilitated saturation
transfer from ligand aliphatic protons to other pro-
tons in the immobile resin-ligand complex (via inter-
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F I G U R E 4 Z-spectroscopy of Cho and ACh solutions mixed with ionic resin. (A, D) Chemical structure of Cho and ACh, respectively.
(B, E)1H NMR spectra of Cho and ACh solutions, respectively (50 mM, pH = 7.2, 5% H2O/95% D2O). Experimental (black circle) and fitted
(red solid line) Z-spectra (B1 = 0.7 μT, 4 s) of (C) Cho and (F) ACh solutions (50 mM, pH of 7.2) mixed with ionic resin (intensities on the left
vertical axis). The Lorentzian fits of rNOE signals are shown at the bottom (scale on the right vertical axis). (G, H) The dependence of
measured Cho and ACh rNOE signals on solvent pH and salt concentration, respectively

F I G U R E 5 rNOE signal dependence
on free ligand concentration. (A-D) Maps of
Arg rNOE signals at −1.6 ppm (B), −2.9 ppm
(C), and −3.1 ppm (D) at different
concentrations (A). (E, F) The measured
rNOE intensities (open markers) as a
function of L-arginine, choline,
acetyl-choline concentration in solvent,
together with a fit (solid lines) using
Equation (11)

or intra-molecular NOEs), and finally to water (via pro-
ton exchange or water exchange). Enhanced detection of
bound ligands is achieved with an “MRI detectable” water
signal. Using a three-step model, we show theoretically
that the detected rNOE signal at the free ligand aliphatic
proton frequency in the Z-spectra is a consequence
of ligand binding to the immobile resin (Equation 11,

Figure 2), thus allowing evaluation of molecular bind-
ing affinities with ST MRI, using the “IMMOBILISE”
concept.16

The analytical solution (Equation 11) and simulation
data were in excellent agreement (Figure 2H) in describ-
ing the rNOE signal dependence. Theory (Figures 2A, C)
and experimental data (Figures 5, S8) show that rNOE
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T A B L E 2 Estimated KD, rNOEmax, and 𝛽′ ⋅ [RT]
2[H2O] for L-arginine binding with ionic resin (–COO−)

KD (mM) rNOEmax

na
(%) 𝜷′ ⋅ [RT]

2[H2O] (%)b

𝛀L
a (ppm) −1.6 −2.9 −3.1 −1.6 (na=2)a −2.9 (na=2) −3.1 (na=2) −1.6 −2.9 −3.1

0.3 μT 101± 47c 150± 51 122± 55 3.0± 0.7 3.6± 0.7 3.1± 0.7 8.1 7.2 8.1d

0.5 μT 147± 37 147± 40 139± 40 6.0± 0.8 6.0± 0.9 5.6± 0.9

0.7 μT 117± 32 113± 32 126± 35 6.1± 0.8 5.9± 0.8 6.2± 0.9

Multi-B1
d 128± 34 132± 34 133± 33 / / / / / /

ana is the number of protons in the aliphatic pool.
b
𝛽
′ ⋅ [RT]

2[H2O] was obtained by fitting rNOEmax as a function of B1 (0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 μT, Figure S9).
cStandard deviations (SD) of KD and rNOEmax

na
were obtained from 1000 Monte Carlo simulations of the ligand concentration curve (Equation 11) with 0.39%

random noise, which was estimated from Z-spectra.
dValues were obtained by the global fitting of experimental data at all three B1 values simultaneously.

T A B L E 3 Estimated KD, rNOEmax, and 𝛽′ ⋅ [RT]
2[H2O] for choline and acetyl-choline binding with ionic resin (–COO−)

KD (mM) rNOEmax

na
(%) 𝜷′ ⋅ [RT]

2[H2O] (%)a

Cho ACh ACh Cho ACh ACh Cho ACh ACh

ΩL
a (ppm) −1.6 −1.6 −2.6 −1.6 (na=9) −1.6 (na=9) −2.6 (na=3) −1.6 −1.6 −2.6

0.3 μT 145± 56 91± 18 105± 62 2.0± 0.3 2.1± 0.2 2.4± 0.6 3.9 2.5 4.4

0.5 μT 194± 73 61± 10 109± 58 2.9± 0.6 2.3± 0.2 3.4± 0.9

0.7 μT 174± 76 68± 12 99± 45 2.6± 0.6 2.4± 0.2 3.3± 0.7 / / /

Multi-B1 160± 22 70± 8 103± 30 / / / / / /

For explanation of symbols, see Tables 1 and 2.
a
𝛽
′ ⋅ [RT]

2[H2O] was obtained by fitting rNOEmax at B1 = 0.3 and 0.5 μT (Figure S9).

signal intensities first depend linearly on the concen-
tration of free ligand ([L]), but gradually plateau with
increasing ligand concentration as the receptor occupancy
saturates. A fast repetition of events and efficient mag-
netization transfer between relevant protons during lig-
and binding (cross relaxation), and proton/water exchange
are prerequisite for sufficient signal enhancement (𝛽′ or
rNOEmax). In other words, the binding rates (koff), NOE
cross-relaxation rates (𝜎) and exchange rates (kew) should
be large enough to achieve a sufficient signal enhancement
factor (𝛽′, Equation 9). The maximum signal (rNOEmax)
depends mainly on the rate-limiting step of the transfer.
Several cases can be distinguished:

Case (1): koff is rate-limiting (koff ≪ 𝜎ae, kew): then 𝛽′ ≈
koff

𝜌w
, and using 𝛼 = 1, we get:

rNOEmax ≈ na
koff [RT]

2𝜌w [H2O]
= na

Vmax

2𝜌w [H2O]
(13)

Vmax is the rate of the dissociation reaction when the
complex is saturated. Similar to Michaelis Menten enzyme

kinetics,29 KD is the concentration of substrate when the
reaction reaches half of Vmax. The ligand saturation curve
can be used to determine Vmax and KD for resin-ligand
binding.

Case (2): 𝜎ae is rate-limiting:

rNOEmax ≈ na
∣ 𝜎ae ∣ [RT]
2𝜌w [H2O]

(14)

rNOEmax becomes a measure of dipolar
cross-relaxation effects, and is expected to be dependent
on local geometry of binding but not pH. In this scenario,
the rNOE signal from ligand protons at different positions
in the molecule would be different. However, the Arg data
(Figures 3, 5) show that rNOEs from different protons (c,
d, e) are comparable, indicating that the spin-diffusion
rate (𝜎ae) is much faster than the binding and proton
exchange rates.

Case (3): kew is rate-limiting:

rNOEmax ≈ na
kew

𝜌w + kwe
⋅
[RT]

2 [H2O]
(15)
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F I G U R E 6 The dependence of the ligand proton pool saturation efficiency (𝛼) on the radial frequency of B1 is a function of (A) the
binding rate (kon), (B) the receptor concentration (RT) and (C) proton exchange rates (kew). An increase in binding rate or solid pool size
increases the saturation loss and more B1 is needed to achieve saturation of the ligand protons

rNOEmax becomes a measurement for the CEST effect
of the receptor, and is expected to be pH sensitive
(Figure S10).

The rNOEs also show a B1 (or 𝜔1) dependence
(Figures S9, 2G), which shows that the effective T1 and
T2 in Equation (6) are shorter than those of free ligand.
This indicates that the B1 dependence results from a loss
of saturation in the free ligand at a speed determined by
kon, the receptor concentration, and the speed of spin dif-
fusion. When the ligand binds, all saturation is lost almost
instantly due to spin diffusion (large 𝜎). Using the Bloch
simulations, we can gain some insight into this process
(Figure 6). The simulations show that since 𝜎 is so large,
we do not see any dependence on 𝜔1 when varying 𝜎,
but we do when varying kon (Figure 6A) or the receptor
concentration RT (Figure 6B, thus the product k′on). Inter-
estingly, we even get a contribution of kew (Figure 6C),
which is further transferring the saturation to water as
an additional sink in this large spin bath. It is also worth
noting that, in simulations, a larger B1 generates larger
rNOEs. However, in experiments, the B1 amplitude needs
to be optimized (Figure S7) to account for background
signals (e.g., magnetization transfer contrast from immo-
bile components, MTC, not included in the simulations)
while maintaining sufficient saturation (𝛼) of ligand pro-
tons (Figure 6); This MTC effect can be seen as a broad
constant background of about 15% in Figures 3C, D and
4C, F for the saturation parameters used here.

The Arg Z-spectrum contains CEST signals from
guanidinium and amide protons as well as rNOEs from
aliphatic protons (Figures 3C, D). The CEST signal inten-
sities depend on the free Arg concentration, while the
rNOEs depend on the binding affinity as the Arg solution
without resin does not show a NOE signal (Figure 3C). Salt

is known to reduce the retention of bound molecules,30,31

which is reflected in the data (Figure 3F). In contrast,
CEST signals for Arg were found to decrease only slightly
with salt content, confirming that the detected rNOEs are
due to ionic binding.

Compared to Cho, ACh provides a simpler system
to investigate the ST mechanism as it has no exchange-
able protons and therefore no “intraligand rNOE” path-
way (Figure 1C). Interestingly, ACh produces stronger
rNOEs than Cho, indicating that transfer via “intermolec-
ular rNOE” (Figures 1A, B) is sufficient to generate
observable rNOE signals. Currently, we cannot distinguish
experimentally the contributions of rNOEs via exchange-
able protons (Figure 1A) and “bound water” (Figure 1B).
However, the residence times of bound water on molec-
ular surfaces are on the order of tens to hundreds of
picoseconds (ps),32,33 while efficient proton NOE trans-
fer would require coupling life times to be longer than
nanoseconds.32 Therefore, the proton exchange relayed
NOE pathway (Figure 1A) is expected to dominate for
ACh.

The data in Figures 3 and 4 show that both CEST and
rNOE signals are sensitive to pH. The exchange of Arg
guanidinium protons (at+2 ppm) is base-catalyzed and its
rate increases with pH.28 The observed Arg CEST signal
increased from pH 6 to 8, but then plateaud and decreased
with pH as the spectra begin to enter the fast exchange
regime (Figure 3E). The solvent pH also plays a critical
role in determining the net charges (or protonation) of the
ionic residues in both ligands and receptors (Figure S11),
which modulates the electrostatic interactions and deter-
mines the binding equilibrium (KD),27 and thus observed
rNOEs. For certain pH ranges, the pH dependence of
rNOEs can therefore also be understood from the aspect of
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F I G U R E 7 pH dependence of the rNOE signal normalized by
na over the near to physiological pH range

ionic charges. The charge status of ionic groups can be esti-
mated from their acid association constant (pKA) and pH
according to the Henderson-Hasselbalch approximation34:

log10
[A−]
[HA]

≈ pH − pKA (16)

where [HA] and [A−] are the molar concentrations of
the weak acid and its conjugate base. The net charges of
ACh and Cho (+1) are not significantly altered in the cur-
rent pH range up to 8.5, due to a high pKA (13.9). The
observed lower rNOE signal from ACh and Cho below
pH 6 (Figure 4G) may be due either to a gradual proto-
nation of receptor groups (–COOH), and weaker binding
(Figure S11) or the reduced exchange rates for exchange-
able protons in the resin. Interestingly, at near physiolog-
ical pH (pH 6 to 8, Figure 7), the rNOEs for ACh and
Cho (as well as the molecular charges) are relatively con-
stant, suggesting binding is not altered. In contrast, the
rNOEs of Arg increases with pH (pH 6 to 8) and we
therefore attribute the rNOE changes in Arg to be due
to increased proton exchange rates for the guanidinium
(position a, Figure 3A) and amide (position b) protons. The
Arg rNOEs were found to decrease at strongly alkaline pH
(above pH 8, Figure 3E), which may be caused by the Arg
amino group becoming neutral and its binding becoming
weaker (Figure S11). Therefore, the pH effects on rNOEs
might be complicated: there are multiple possible satura-
tion transfer pathways (both intermolecular rNOEs and
intramolecular rNOEs, Figure 1). pH may affect binding
initially and proton exchange in subsequent steps. It is
clear from the equations that the pH effects on proton
exchange will also affect overall rNOE efficiency,13 but
this effect may not be the rate limiting over certain pH
ranges, such as appears to be the case for Cho and ACh.
Since the same resin is used for Arg, this means that
the pH effect for the latter comes from the intra-ligand

exchangeable groups (guanidinium and amide protons),
which also explains the pH sensitivity in the physiological
range.

It can be seen from the simulation and experimental
data that several factors (e.g., binding and transfer/ex-
change rates, ligand and receptor concentrations) affect
the signal enhancement and thus the detection sensitiv-
ity of an experiment. Using 1% of water signal as a typical
threshold for in vivo detection, our results for three small
ligands demonstrate (Figure 5) the possibility of detection
for concentrations as low as about 1 mM. This detection
threshold is highly dependent on the types and quantity
of available receptors, and we expect the imaging of μM
levels of ligand to be possible if the receptor concentra-
tion (Figure 2E) or binding constant KD (Figure 2F) can be
optimized. From the simulations (Figure 2) and from the
data (9 equivalent protons per ligand), we estimate that an
rNOE of at least 1% (nominal in vivo detection threshold)
is feasible if

(I) the ligand concentration> 100 μM (Figure 2I);
(II) the total receptor (or binding site) concentration is

at least 1 μM (Figure 2 J) with an accompanying
excess ligand concentration (1 mM);

(III) the binding affinity KD falls in the range of 10−1 μM
to 10 M (Figure 2F);

(IV) the ligand binding rate (k′on = kon[R]) is in the slow to
intermediate regime in terms of the NMR time scale
(101 to 106 s−1, Figure 2F).

While the current study reports on in vitro experiments
at an ultra-high field (17.6 T), performing the IMMO-
BILISE experiment at a clinically relevant field strength
(3 T) still needs to be explored. To investigate this possi-
bility, we simulated data comparing the signal at 17.6 T
to 3 T (Figure S12). These data show the expected effect
that rNOE signals at 3 T have similar linewidths in Hz,
leading to broader lineshapes in ppm, proportionally to
the ratio of the field strengths, with comparable ampli-
tude. A characteristic of IMMOBILISE MRI is that the
method is uniquely suited to imaging low-affinity (high
nM to M range) binding of small molecules non-invasively.
Some insight into possible in vivo targets and effect sizes
can be obtained from previous spectroscopic studies that
noticed a coupling between several metabolites (creatine,
ethanol, lactate, glutamate/glutamine) and water medi-
ated through semi-solid components.35–42 These observ-
able effects on millimolar signals indicate that these
metabolites have binding affinities within the desired
range. Based on this, it is reasonable to assume that in vivo
Z-spectra already have contributions from IMMOBILISE
pathways. In healthy tissue, these signals are difficult to
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separate from other Z-spectral components but the IMMO-
BILISE signal may for instance become distinguishable
in pathologies that cause an overexpression of receptors,
such as many cancers. One could then foresee a change in
endogenous metabolite signals but would more likely need
to use exogenous ligands in the mM range to detect the
IMMOBILISE effect. Although challenging due to signal
sensitivity, when achieved, quantifying binding param-
eters in this situation may assist in evaluating disease
progression or treatment effects.

5 CONCLUSION

We demonstrated the MRI detection of ionic binding using
saturation transfer (IMMOBILISE approach9), which pro-
vides a path to possible in vivo studies of molecular bind-
ing using MRI. To achieve a sensitivity of about 1% of
water signal, a micromolar level concentration of recep-
tor sites would be needed. The method in principle may
be used to study not only ionic interactions, but also other
types of reversible interactions, for instance, immobile
receptor-substrate binding via van der Waals, hydrogen
bonding, and hydrophobic effects.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information may be found in the
online version of the article at the publisher’s website.

Figure S1. Z-spectra for Arg solutions (100 mM, 20 ◦C, pH
of 7.2, [NaCl] = 0) mixed with ionic resin as a function of
B1. Lorentzian fitting was used to extract the signal.
Figure S2. Z-spectra for Arg solutions (100 mM, 20 ◦C,
B1 = 0.7 μT, [NaCl] = 0) mixed with ionic resin as a
function of pH.
Figure S3. Z-spectra for Cho solutions (50 mM, 20 ◦C, pH
of 7.2, [NaCl] = 0) mixed with ionic resin as a function of
B1.
Figure S4. Z-spectra of Cho solution (50 mM, 20 ◦C,
B1 = 0.7 μT, [NaCl] = 0) mixed with ionic resin as a
function of pH.
Figure S5. Z-spectra for ACh solutions (50 mM, 20 ◦C, pH
of 7.2, [NaCl] = 0) mixed with ionic resin as a function of
B1.
Figure S6. Z-spectra of ACh solution (50 mM, 20 ◦C,
B1 = 0.7 μT, [NaCl] = 0) mixed with ionic resin as a
function of pH.
Figure S7. The peak intensities in Z-spectra as a func-
tion of B1 power for 100 mM Arg (A), 50 mM Cho (B), and
50 mM ACh solution (B) mixed with ionic resin (pH of 7.2),
respectively.
Figure S8. The rNOE signal dependence on free ligand
concentration ([L]) for the aliphatic protons of interest in
Arg (A-C), and Cho, and ACh (D-F) at B1 values of 0.3
μT (A,D), 0.5 μT (B,E), 0.7 μT (C,F). 20 ◦C, pH = 7.2,
[NaCl] = 0. Measured rNOE intensities in open markers,
fitted values (using Equation 11) in solid lines.
Figure S9. The rNOEmax dependence on B1 fields. 𝛽′ ⋅
[R]

2[H2O] can be fitted from rNOEmax (Equation 11).
Figure S10. The numerically simulated rNOE signal
dependence on proton exchange rate (kew). 𝜔1=600 rad/s.
Figure S11. The molecular charges in ionic resin, Arg,
Cho, and ACh at different pH. The ionic resin carboxylic
acid group (-COOH, pKa∼ 4.8) is gradually deprotonated
from acid pH to neutral pH, and then keeps stable with −1
net charge throughout the physiological pH range and at
higher pH. The Arg carboxylic acid (pKa∼ 2) and guani-
dino ((—C[=NH]—NH2, pKa∼ 13) groups are always
charged−1 and+ 1, respectively, in the pH 6–11 range. The
Arg amino group (—NH3+, pKa∼ 9) has +1 charge when
pH< 8, and de-protonates above that. The net charge of
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Arg is changed from +1 to 0 for pH range 6–11. The Cho
and ACh choline head groups pKa∼ 13.9) always have
a+ 1 net charge.
Figure S12. Numerical simulations of rNOE signal in ST
MRI of ligand binding at 3 T and 17.6 T. Simulation param-
eters (except the B0 field) are in Table 1 of main text,
protocols are described above.
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